Religion in the Sudan
This Ahmedia must be distinguished from another
order bearing the same name, which was established by
Sheikh Ahmed el Bedawi, a popular Egyptian saint,
whose tomb at Tanta attracts many pilgrims. The order
of Ahmed el Bedawi has a large following in Egypt, but
is not prominently represented in the Sudan.
(7) The Rashidia, founded by Ibrahim el Rashid, a
disciple of the Ahmed Ibn Idris mentioned in the preceding
paragraph, and regarded as an oSshoot of the Ahmedia.
It has a number of followers in Dongola, Omdurman, and
on the White Nile, especially at Kawa.
This list is not exhaustive, and it should be mentioned
that, in addition to the tarikas possessing a widespread
organization in different parts of the Sudan, there are
numerous smaller communities centred round the tomb of
some holy man of the past, whose memory and religious
teaching are kept alive by his descendants. Examples of
such religious families, who often are of considerable local
importance, are the Khojalab near Khartoum North, the
descendants of Idris Ibn el Arbab at Eilafun near Khar-
toum, the 'Arakiyin at Abu Haraz on the Blue Nile, and
the Medaniyin, whose ancestor was the founder of Wad
Medani.
mahdism
Mahdism, in general, is a Messianic belief held by
orthodox Sunni Islam, that God will send the Rightly
Guided One (el Mahdi) who is the precursor of the secoad
coming of Christ and of the millennium, and will deliver
the world from evil, instituting a reign of perfect justice.
In orthodox belief, the Mahdi is still to come, but the
history of Islam records the rise of many false Mahdist
movements, a characteristic of all being that they are
militant, directed against abuses and heresies and, in
accordance with the Mahdi's claim to supreme spiritual
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